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Summary
Establishing the importanceof predationpressurein determiningprimate social structure
has generated a great deal of discussion. However, the substantiveissues in this debate
have been obscured by a conflation of the respective roles of predationrisk and predation
rate as selective forces. In addition, the reportedrelationshipsbetween predationrate and
both group size and body weight are likely to be confoundedby the effects of reproductive
rate and activity period. We proposethatthe level of sustainablepredationratefor a species
is determinedby the rate at which it is able to reproduce,and that, within this constraint,
a species adjusts its body weight and a populationits group size so as to reduce predation
rate to some tolerable level. In effect, the observed predationrate is the excess mortality
from predationthat animals are unableto controlby adjustingtheirbehaviour.This implies
that there should be no relationshipbetween predationrate and either group size or body
weight, once the effects of reproductiverate and activity period are removed. We analyse
data from the primateliteratureand show that reproductiverate is indeed the best predictor
of a species' predationrate, and that the reportedrelationshipswith group size are entirely
attributableto a combinationof the inclusion of nocturnalspecies which do not use group
size as an antipredatorresponse and the confounding effects of reproductiverate. We
discuss these findings in the light of currentinvestigationson predationrisk, and conclude
that an understandingof the role of predationas a selective pressureon primateswill only
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be achieved by attemptsto study the factors that are importantin determininga primate's
perceived risk of predation.

Introduction
The role of predationas a selective factorin the evolution of primategrouping patternshas been the subject of considerabledebate (Alexander,1974;
Wrangham,1980; van Schaik, 1983; Anderson, 1986; Cheney & Wrangham, 1987; Dunbar, 1988; Isbell, 1994; Hill & Lee, in press). Cheney &
Wrangham(1987) compiled a data set of predationrates from a numberof
primatespecies but found no significantrelationshipswith social structure.
However, in a recent review, Isbell (1994) reanalysedthese data, supplemented by an additional study on mouse lemurs (Goodmanet al., 1993),
and found a negative relationshipbetween group size and predationrate.
Isbell (1994) concluded that since heavy predationshould lead to the formation of large groups, these results indicated that predationrepresented
an importantselective factor favouring group-living in primates. In contrast, other studies have found a positive relationshipbetween predation
rate and group size (Anderson, 1986), while yet others have shown that
a positive relationshipexists between predationrisk and group size, both
within and across primate species (Dunbar, 1988; Hill & Lee, in press).
Furthermoregroup composition has also been shown to be influencedby
predation. Stanford (this volume) found a significantpositive relationship
between predation rate and male:female ratio, and Hill & Lee (in press)
found a similar relationshipusing a habitat-specificindex of predationrisk.
A similar argumenthas been developed in respect of body size. Struhsaker (1968) suggested that small species of primate may be susceptible
to more species of predatorsthan large bodied ones, and this has been
taken to imply a selection pressurein favour of increasedbody size under
conditions of high predation(see Dunbar, 1988). Both Cheney & Wrangham (1987) and Isbell (1994) reportedthat body size showed a significant
negative correlationwith predationrate, and this was attributedto the relative lack of vulnerabilityof large-bodiedprimates(Isbell, 1994). However,
body weight may also be an importantconfound underlyingthe relationship between group size and predationrate, since both body weight and
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group size have been shown to be significantlyassociated (Clutton-Brock
& Harvey, 1977).
One of the likely reasons for these apparentlycontradictoryresults is
that most studies have failed to recognise the importanceof distinguishing
clearly between predationrisk and predationrate (Vermeij,1982; Dunbar,
1988; Hill & Lee, in press). Predation rate is the annualmortalitywithin
a population directly attributableto predation;it representsthe level of
successful predatorattacksthat the animalsare unable to control afterthey
have implemented their antipredationstrategies. Predation risk, on the
other hand, represents the animals' own perception of the likelihood of
being subject to an attack by a predator,irrespective of whether or not
the attack is successful; it reflects the animals' collective past historical
experience of actual attacks by predatorsand is the basis on which the
animals implement their antipredatorstrategies. It can be operationalised
as the likelihood of an animal (or a group) encounteringa predator. The
animal'scurrentbehaviouris maintainedby (andhence drivenby) predation
risk and not predationrate because the animals will be just as responsive
to unsuccessful attacks as to successful ones.
We argue that animals seek to reduce their predationrisk such that their
predationrate is kept at some acceptablelevel. What defines an acceptable
level should, however, vary between and within species accordingto two
key considerations. One of these will be the habitat'scharacteristics.Animals may be willing to accept high levels of actualpredationwhen they are
unable to implementmore effective antipredatorstrategiesand the only alternativeis not to live in that particularhabitat. High predationlevels may
thus be a cost paid by some populationsthat have no choice about where
they live. The second considerationis likely to be the species' (or population's) reproductiverate: animals may accept higher levels of predation
rate if their potential reproductiverate is high enough to compensate for
the losses incurred,especially when these losses are confined to immature
animals.
Some evidence to supportthe second claim comes from a recent analysis by Lycett et al. (1998), who found a significantnegative relationship
between interbirthintervaland predationrisk for nine baboonpopulations.
This suggests that a relationshipexists between predationand reproductive rate, and that ultimately a population's 'acceptable' predationrate is
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constrainedby the rate at which it is able to reproduce. We propose that
species who are able to maintain high reproductiverates will be able to
toleratehigher levels of predationmortality,whereasthose species that are
constrainedto reproducemore slowly will be forced to opt for antipredator strategies that allow them to reduce the rate of loss to a lower level.
Since animals have some control over the rate of reproductionthroughthe
capacity to adjust their interbirthintervals (at least within species typical
limits), we can expect this resultto hold between species as well as between
populationswithin species (see also Stanford,in press).
Previous analyses have predicted a negative relationshipbetween predation rate and group size (or body weight) but we argue here that this
predictionis in fact based on confusing predationrate with predationrisk.
In contrastto most previous analyses, we arguethat so far from providing
evidence for the importanceof predationas a selective factor,a significant
relationship between predation rate and group size or body size probably reflects the fact that some animals are willing to toleratehigher levels
of predation than others. If predationis the principal factor influencing
the grouping patterns (or body sizes) of primates,then there should be a
positive correlationbetween predationrisk and group size (or body size)
and no correlation between predation rate and either of these variables.
We would expect a negative relationshipbetween group size and predation
rate only when predationrate and predationrisk are identical (something
that could only happen if the animals have no anti-predatorstrategiesand
a predatorkilled every animal it encountered).We would, however,expect
to find a significant positive correlationbetween predationrate and reproductive rate and this might give rise to a negative relationshipbetween
group size (or body size) and predationrate. We may thereforeneed to
partialout the confoundingeffects of reproductiveratewhen examiningthe
relationshipbetween predationrate and either group size or body weight.
If we still find a relationship between group size (or body weight) and
predation rate, then this would be strong evidence against the hypothesis that predation acts as a selection factor favouring larger group sizes
(or body weight): it would imply either that group size (or body weight)
is not an effective antipredatorstrategy or that there are other sources
of confound (e.g. correlatedhabitatdifferences in predatordensity). One
likely source of confound in this respect is activity period: many noctur-
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nal species rely on a different antipredatorstrategy (crypticity)to diurnal
species. Since nocturnalspecies tend to be small-bodied,a spuriousnegative correlationbetween predationrate and both group size and body size
may result.
Predationrisk is likely to be a difficultvariableto measureand therefore
test. Frequencyof predationattempts,whethersuccessful or unsuccessful,
is likely to be a reasonable index (Hill & Lee, in press), but quantitative
data are almost never provided on this. Hence, pending the obtaining of
such data from field sites, there is little to be gained in attemptingto test
this predictionat the moment. However, a directtest of the predictionsfor
predationrate is possible with the existing data.

Methods
The data on estimatedpredationratesare primarilythose compiledby Cheney & Wrangham
(1987), supplementedwith additionaldata from three furtherpopulationsin the literature.
However, we exclude six data points from Cheney & Wrangham(1987) because their
predationrates are describedas rough guesses. In addition,the Presbytisentellus data from
Abu andJodhpurare also excluded since these representsites which experiencelargedegrees
of humaninterference,and this could significantlyinfluencea numberof the variablesunder
investigation (the presence of humansis known to deter predators,for example: see Isbell
& Young, 1993).
A number of the reported predation rates in Cheney & Wrangham(1987) were not
specific, and in these instances the predationrate was taken to be the designatedvalue (i.e.
an estimated predationrate of > 15 was taken to representa predationrate of 15). Where
predationrates were expressed as a range, the mid-pointof this range was taken to be the
predationrate. Predationrates were expressed as the percentageof the populationlost to
predatorseach year and we have convertedthese values to proportionsfor analysis.
Group size data were taken from the literaturefor the sites from which the estimated
predationrate data derived. Where female body weight and birth rate data were available
for these sites, these were also recorded. In the absenceof datafrom the actualsites, species
average values for these variableswere used, with preferencegiven to estimatestakenfrom
wild populations. The data are given in Table 1.
Two forms of analysis are used. Initially we perform linear regression analysis on
the predationrate data and the three independentvariables to determinethe relationships
between these variables. We performthese analyses in orderto facilitate comparisonswith
the findings of Cheney & Wrangham(1987) and Isbell (1994).
Secondly, we utilise the techniqueof independentcontrasts(Pagel & Harvey, 1989; Harvey & Pagel, 1991), but without referenceto branchlengths, to control for any potentially
confoundingeffects of phylogeny within these relationships.This method relies on the use
of a phylogenetic tree which reflects as accurately as possible the evolutionaryrelationships of the species underconsideration.The following analyses employ a phylogeny taken
from the composite tree derived by Purvis (1995) for all 203 species of primate,which is

TABLE 1. Data on predation rate, group size, body weight a
Species/Study site

Alouatta seniculus:
Hato Masaguaral, Venezuela
Callicebus moloch: Manu, Peru
Cebus apella: Manu, Peru
Cebus olivaceus:
Hato Masaguaral, Venezuela
* Aotus trivirgatus: Manu, Peru

Cercopithecusaethiops:
Amboseli, Kenya
C. aethiops: Samburu, Kenya
C. ascanius: Kibale, Uganda
C. mitis: Kibale, Uganda
Colobus badius: Gombe, Tanzania
C. badius: Kibale, Uganda
Erythrocebus patas: Laikipia, Kenya
*

Galago senegalensis:

Transvaal, South Africa
Macacafascicularis:
Ketambe, Sumatra
Macaca sinica:
Polonnaruwa, Sri Lanka
*

Microcebus murinus:

Beza Mahafally, Madagascar
Pan troglodytes:
Tai National Park, Ivory Coast

Predation rate
(proportion
of animals killed)

Mean
group size

Female
body weight
(kg)

0.01

8.90

4.50

0.04
0.13
0.03

4.5
7.75
17.38

0.875
2.10
3.2

0
0.15

5.0
21.7

0.961
-

0.06
0.02
0.02
0.15
0.015
0.10
0.15

40.1
35
18.7
27.7
34.0
31.2
1

2.57
2.90
4.40
9.0
7.0
5.60
0.193

0.11

24.2

3.5

0.01

24.7

3.4

0.25

1

0.08

0.033

59.5

31.10

TABLE 1. (Continued)
Species/Study site

Papio anubis: Gombe, Tanzania
P anubis: Mara, Kenya
Papio cynocephalus:
Amboseli, Kenya
P. cynocephalus: Tana River, Kenya
Papio ursinus: Moremi, Botswana
Saguinusfuscicollis: Manu, Peru
Saguinus imperator: Manu, Peru
Theropithecusgelada:
Sankaber,Ethiopia

Predationrate
(proportion
of animals killed)

Mean
group size

Female
body weight
(kg)

0.01
0.03
0.06

38.3
54
51.4

13.6
14.0
11.9

0.15
0.09
0.15
0.15
0

76
69.5
5
4
75.6

14.63
0.4
0.5
13.95

Sources: 1: Cheney & Wrangham,1987; 2: Rudran, 1979; 3: Crocket& Sekulic, 1984; 4: Wright, 1
1988; 7: Robinson & Janson, 1987; 8: Robinson, 1988; 9: Mittermier,1977; 10: Cheney, 1981; 11:
13: Turneret al., 1994; 14: Cords, 1987; 15: Stanford, 1995, pers. comm.; 16: Struhsaker& Leyl
18: Bearder, 1987; 19: van Schaik et al., 1983; 20: Dittus, 1977; 21: Goodman et al., 1993; 22:
Dunbar, 1990; 25: Popp, 1978, 1983; 26: Altmann & Altmann, 1970; 27: Altmann et al., 1993; 2
& Hamilton, 1987; 30: Hamilton et al., 1976; 31: Terborgh, 1983; 32: Stevenson, 1986; 33: Dun
Dunbar, 1984.
* Nocturnal species.
** Based on an estimated mean litter size of 1.5.
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currentlythe best phylogeny available. Since some of the species included in the data set
were representedby more than one population,we calculatedspecies averagesfor the four
variables in order to perform the comparativeanalysis. Unresolved nodes (i.e. those from
which more than two species derive) were analysed as successive pairs (A with B, B with
C, but not A with C) to preserve statistical independence;the nodal value was then taken
to be the mean of all the species derivativeof that node. The statisticalsignificanceof any
relationshipis assessed by a linear regression set throughthe origin, as recommendedby
Harvey & Pagel (1991). Although comparativemethods are dependenton the accuracyof
the phylogenies they use, there are few (if any) cases where the phylogeneticrelationships
of the species in the present sample are ambiguous.
One possible confound in the data set is that three of the points representnocturnal
species. Since nocturnalspecies do not follow a 'safety-in-numbers'antipredationstrategy
but rather rely upon crypsis, inclusion of these species in certain analyses (particularly
in respect to group size) may confound the results. As a consequence, the results of all
analyses are given for both the entire data set and for a data set where the nocturnalspecies
are excluded.
All data were naturallog transformedto ensure normalityfor parametricanalysis. Since
some of the estimated predationrates were reportedas zero, the predationrate data were
analysed as the naturallogarithmof the value plus 1. All analyses were made using SPSS
version 6.1 for the PC, with probabilitylevels set at 0.05, and all tests are two-tailed.

Results
In confirmation of Isbell (1994) a significant negative relationship was
found between predationrate and group size (Fig. la: r2 = 0.179, F1,23=
6.245, p = 0.02). Furthermore,the negative relationshipbetween predation
rate and female body weight reportedby Cheney & Wrangham(1987) and
Isbell (1994) persists within the extended data set (Fig. lb: r2 = 0.347,
0.002). However, exclusion of the nocturnalspecies
F1,21= 12.719, p &lt;
removes the significance of the relationshipwith group size (r2 = 0.029,
F1,20 = 1.636, p > 0.20); although the regression with body weight is
still significant, its magnitude is greately reduced (Fig. tb: r2 = 0.159,
0.05).
Fl, 18 = 4.602, p &lt;
Independentcontrastanalyses confirmthat the correlationsbetween predation rate and both group size (Fig. 2a: r2 - 0.300, F1,22 = 9.060,
p &lt;0.01) and body weight (Fig. 2b: r2 = 0.284, F1,22 = 10.133,
0.005) remain for the whole data set when the possible confoundp &lt;
ing effects of phylogeny are controlled for. However, exclusion of the
nocturnal species removes the significance of both relationships (group
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Fig. 1. Predation rate plotted against (a) group size and (b) female body weight. (0) Diurnal
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) excluding nocturnal species.
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size: Fig. 3a, r2 =0.003, F1,16 - 0.938, p > 0.30; body weight: Fig. 3b,
r2 = 0.093, Fi I 6- 2.746, p > 0.10o).
As predicted, predation rate shows a significant positive relationship
with reproductiverate (Fig. 4a: r2- 0.29 1, F1,l- 10.034, p &lt;
0.005),
and this relationshippersists even when the nocturnalspecies are removed
7.438, p &lt;
(r2 = 0.253, F1,l0.015). When phylogenetic effects
are accounted for through independentcontrast analysis, the relationship
remains significant, both for the entire data set (Fig. 4b: r2 = 0.209,
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Fig. 2. Contrasts in predation rate plotted against (a) contrasts in group size and (b) contrasts
in female body weight, for all species average data.

0.022) and when nocturnalspecies are excluded (r2 =
Fl, 19= 6.277, p &lt;
0.207, F1,16= 5.431, p &lt;
0.035).
In orderto control for the potentiallyconfoundingeffects of reproductive
rate on predationrate, the residualsfrom the reducedmajoraxis regression
of predationrate on reproductiverate were taken and regressedthroughthe
origin against the contrasts for the other two independentvariables. With
the effects of reproductiverate controlled for, neither of the relationships
is significant,either for the entire data set (group size: Fig. 5a, r2 = 0.046,
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Fig. 3. Contrasts in predation rate plotted against (a) contrasts in group size and (b) contrasts
in female body weight, excluding nocturnal species.

Fl,19 = 0.126, p > 0.70; body weight: Fig. 5b, r2 = 0.022, Fl,19 = 0.568,

p > 0.45) or when the nocturnal species are excluded (group size: r2 =
0.043, F,16 = 0.307, p > 0.55; body weight: r2 = 0.057, Fi16 = 0.083,
p > 0.75).
We note that these results are unchanged if we include the eight sites
given by Cheney & Wrangham(1987) which we excluded on grounds of
either questionable data or human interference. With the full data set, the
initially significant negative correlationswith predationrate (group size:
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r2 = 0. 167, Fl 3 1-7.426,

p <, 0.02, independentcontrasts: r2 = 0.257,
=
8.957, p =0.01; body weight: r2 = 0.311 Fl 27 = 13.623,
FI)22
p = 0.001, independentcontrasts: r2 = 0.291, F1,22 = 10.429, p < 0.005)
are lost when the effects of reproductiverate,are partialledout, even when
nocturnal species are included in the analysis (group size: r2 = 0.020,
Fl 722 = 1.478, p > 0.20; body size: r2 - 0 007, F1,22 = 0.849, p > 0.35).
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Discussion
The use of predationrate as an index of predationpressurehas introduced
considerableconfusion into the debate over the importanceof predationas
a selective force on primates. This has resultedin some studies reporting
negative correlationsbetween predationrate and group size (Isbell, 1994)
while others have found positive relationships(Anderson, 1986). Furthermore, it seems likely these relationshipsare confoundedby the effects of
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body weight (Cheney & Wrangham, 1987; Isbell, 1994). However, we
have shown that althoughthe reportedrelationshipswith group size persist
within this refined data set, even when confounding phylogenetic effects
are controlledfor, the significance of this relationshipis entirelydue to the
inclusion of nocturnal species. Since nocturnalspecies rely upon crypsis
ratherthan safety-in-numbersas theirantipredatorstrategy,they introducea
confoundingfactor into the analysis for the effects of group size. With the
three nocturnalpopulations in the sample excluded, no relationshipexists
between predationrate and group size.
Body weight was also found to be significantlycorrelatedwith predation
rate even after phylogenetic effects had been accountedfor, confirmingthe
findings of previous studies (Cheney & Wrangham,1987; Isbell, 1994).
However, when the nocturnalspecies were excluded, the relationshipwas
lost with an independentcontrastsanalysis. Although there is no intuitive
reason why nocturnal species should be excluded from correlationswith
body weight, the fact that the relationshipdoes not hold for diurnalspecies
suggests that this relationshipis not as strongas that with reproductiverate.
Indeed, ratherthan providing evidence for a direct link between predation
rate and body size, it probablyreflects the stronginterrelationshipbetween
body weight and reproductiverate (r2 - 0.826, F1,20 = 100.568, p &lt;
0.0001; independentcontrasts: r2 = 0.747, F1,19= 60.039, p &lt;0.0001).
As predicted,reproductiverate was shown to be the best predictorof a
species' predationrate, and this relationshippersists even after the potentially confounding effects of phylogeny have been removed. Furthermore
these correlationsare maintainedif the nocturnalspecies are excluded, indicating that this relationshipis consistent across species regardlessof their
antipredationstrategy. In effect, predationrate representsthe acceptable
level of mortalitythat can be accommodatedwithin a species' life history
strategy.
Given that predationrate representsthe residual rate of mortalityonce
an animal has implementedits antipredationstrategy,and that the level of
acceptable predationmortalityis constrainedby the species' reproductive
rate, one implication is that, all else equal, predationrates within species
should be consistent across habitats. However, under certain conditions
animals may be preparedto trade up predationagainst other variables in
order to survive at all, and thus some variance in species' predationrates
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may be anticipated. Evidence for such a trade-off comes from a recent
study by Lycett et al. (1998). This study found a significant negative
correlationbetween interbirthinterval and predationrisk (estimatedusing
the categorical index developed by Hill & Lee, in press) for nine baboon
populations. These results suggest that baboon mothers are responding
to their perceived risk of care-independentmortality(i.e. factors such as
predationthat are not influencedby parentalinput: see Pennington& Harpending, 1988) by manipulatingtheir degree of parentalinvestmentin each
offspring. Where mothers perceive that the probabilityof their offspring
succumbing to a predatorbefore reaching reproductiveage is high, they
concentrateon producing offspring at a maximal rate. In contrast, when
the chances of care-independentoffspring mortalityare perceived as low,
mothersincreasethe investmentin each individualoffspring. However,the
degree to which females can tradepredationoff againstreproductiverate is
not unlimited, and they are ultimatelyconstrainedby their species-specific
maximum reproductiverate.
The level of predationrate is thus determinedby the antipredatorstrategy employed by an individualin responseto predationrisk. Predationrate
is, in effect, the probabilitythat an individualwill succumb to a predator
within a given time period, relative to the state of predatorand prey behaviour. Over sufficient timescales, currentpredationrisk will tend to be
linearlyrelatedto the observedpredationrate. However, since currentpredation rate reflects the risk of predationat the currentstate of antipredator
behaviour,it does not reflect predationrisk as a selective force (unless the
animalis exercising no antipredationstrategy). Predationrisk as a selective
force can be defined as the probabilitythat an animal living on its own
and exercising no behaviouralantipredatorstrategies (e.g. vigilance) will
succumb to a predatorduring any given time period. Since this will be
difficultto measurein practice,an adequateoperationaldefinitionmight be
the frequency with which groups (or individuals)are subjectedto predator
attacks (regardlessof whether or not these are successful). The frequency
with which observers encounter predatorsmay also be a reasonable approximationof predationrisk. Alternatively,predatorencounterrates may
be estimated theoreticallyby using the gas model (see Lowen & Dunbar,
1994) to calculate the frequencies with which randomlymoving prey will
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encounter randomly searching predators,given the observed densities of
predatorsand prey in the habitat.
An individuals' perceived predationrisk has a numberof differentcomponents, many of which are closely related to the local environment(e.g.
density of predators,visibility within the habitat,distributionof refuges).
Cowlishaw (1997) showed that for a desert baboon population, habitat
choice did not occur simply on the basis of food availability. Rather,
the baboons trade-off predation risk (evaluated through estimates of attack risk [based on habitat visibility and predatorambush distances] and
capture probability [based on predatorattack velocities, prey escape velocities and refuge density]) against food availabilitysuch that they spent
less time feeding in high-risk/food-richhabitat and more time feeding in
low-risk/food-poorhabitat. This indicates that baboons are acutely aware
of the relative predationrisk of each sector of their habitatand adjusttheir
behaviouraccordingly.
Similar responses to environmentalfactors determiningpredation risk
have also been shown to occur between populations.Dunbar(1996a) found
that, for a sample of 33 baboonpopulations,the populationminimumgroup
size (in this study, taken as a surrogatefor predationrisk) was positively
correlated with the density of low level (bush layer) cover from which
a predatorcould ambush, but negatively related to the density of large
trees that can act as refuges. Baboons appearto respondto the perceived
likelihood of predator attack by increasing the minimum group size in
which they are preparedto live, but seem to be willing to compromiseon
this if refuges are easily accessible.
Demographicfactors are also an importantcomponentin an individual's
risk of predation, if for no other reason than the fact that the larger an
individual's group, the lower the probabilitythat any one individual will
be taken duringa predationevent (the selfish herd effect: Hamilton, 1971).
Thus, if group size is the response to predationrisk, then within habitats,
where many aspects of predationrisk are held constant,we should see the
commonly predicted negative correlationbetween group size and predation rate for individual species. Isbell (1994) tested this predictionusing
data from vervet groups at Amboseli, but did not find the predictedtrend.
However, Isbell's (1994) results need to be interpretedcautiously since
the relationship between group size and predationrate is likely to have
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been confounded both by between territorydifferences in refuge density
(Dunbar,1996b) and by the effect that variationin proximityto humansettlement can be expected to have on predatordensities (see Isbell & Young,
1993). More care will be needed to ensure that confoundingvariablesare
held constant if we are to test any of these predictionssatisfactorily.
Although measures of predationrate may thus prove useful in conducting certain analyses, it is clearly evident that they have little value when
considering the role of predationas a selective pressureon primates. Previous authorshave suggested that significantprogressin understandingthe
importanceof predation on primates will only come from studies of the
predatorsthemselves (Anderson, 1986; Cheney & Wrangham,1987; Isbell, 1994; Boinski & Chapman, 1995). While a precise knowledge of
predatorhunting strategies is undoubtedlyessential to understandingprimate antipredatorbehaviour(e.g. Cowlishaw, 1997), we arguethat in itself
this cannot provide a comprehensiveexplanationas to the importanceof
predation in determining primate social structure. Rather, it is research
aimed at identifying the factors that primates perceive as importantabout
predatorbehaviourthat will prove to be the most fruitfulavenue for future
research.
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